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OPTIMAL CONTROL 
FOR nxn COUPLED SYSTEMS 
GOVERNED BY PETROWSKY TYPE EQUATIONS 
WITH CONTROL-CONSTRAINED 
AND INFINITE NUMBER OF VARIABLES 
H. A. EL-SAIFY — G. M. BAHAA 
(Communicated by Michal Feckan ) 
ABSTRACT. The main goal of this paper is to study a distributed control prob­
lem for nxn coupled systems of Petrowsky type with an infinite number of 
variables by using the theorems of J. L. Lions et al. ([LIONS, J. L.: Optimal Con­
trol of Systems Governed by Partial Differential Equations. Grundlehren Math. 
Wiss. 170, Springer-Verlag, Berlin-Heidelberg-New York, 1971], [LIONS, J. L.— 
MAGENES, E.: Non-Homogeneous Boundary Value Problem and Applications, 
Vol. I. Grundlehren Math. Wiss. 181, Springer-Verlag, Berlin-Heidelberg-New 
York, 1972]) Yet the problem considered there is more general than the one 
in [EL-SAIFY, H. A.: Boundary control problem with an infinite number of 
variables, Internat. J. Math. Math. Sci. 28 (2001), 57-62], [KOTARSKI, W — 
EL-SAIFY, H. A.—BAHAA, G. M.: Optimal control of parabolic equation with 
an infinite number of variables for non-standard functional and time delay, IMA 
J. Math. Control Inform. 19 (2002), 461-476]. The controls are allowed to be 
in the space (L 2 (0 ,T;L 2 ( lR o o ) ) ) n . The necessary and sufficient conditions for 
optimality of the control are obtained and the set of inequalities defining the 
optimal control of these systems are also obtained. This study is carried out in 
two directions, the first one for the problem with mixed Dirichlet conditions, and 
the second one for the same problem with mixed Neumann conditions. Several 
mathematical examples and a real example for derived optimality conditions are 
presented. 
2000 M a t h e m a t i c s S u b j e c t C l a s s i f i c a t i o n : Primary 35R15, 49J20, 49K20; Secondary 
93C20. 
K e y w o r d s : optimal control problem, Dirichlet and Neumann conditions, existence and 
uniqueness of solution, nxn coupled systems of Petrowsky type, operator with an infinite 
number of variables. 
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Introduction 
Infinite dimensional systems can be used to describe many physical phe-
nomena in the real world. Well-known examples are heat conduction, vibration 
of elastic material, diffusion-reaction processes, population systems, and many 
others. Thus, the optimal control theory for infinite dimensional systems has 
a wide range of applications in engineering, economics, and some other fields. 
On the other hand, this theory has its own mathematical interests since it is re-
garded as a generalization for the classical calculus of variations and it generates 
many interesting mathematical questions ([14]). 
The necessary and sufficient conditions of optimality for systems governed 
by different types of partial differential operators defined on spaces with a finite 
number of variables are discussed for example in [15]-[17]. 
The optimal control problem of systems governed by different types of op-
erators defined on spaces with an infinite number of variables are initiated and 
proved in [3], [4], [8], [9], [11]. The interest in the study of this class of operators 
is stimulated by problems in quantum field theory ([2], [3]). 
In [6], [7], we have obtained the set of inequalities that characterize the op-
timal control for n x n coupled systems governed by elliptic, parabolic and 
hyperbolic equations of infinite number of variables with different conditions. 
In [12], the author have obtained the optimal control of a system governed by 
Petrowsky type equation with an infinite number of variables, where the system 
contained only one equation. 
Here, we study the optimal control problem for n x n coupled systems of 
Petrowsky type equation involving 2^th order self-adjoint operator with an in-
finite number of variables. A set of inequalities that characterizes this optimal 
control is obtained and this set is studied in order to construct algorithms useful 
to numerical computations for the approximation of the control. We refer, for 
instance, to [10], [16] for the application of similar results in quantum field and as 
a physical example. In [10] the authors studied the local controllability problem 
for the Navier-Stokes equations that was described by an n x n coupled systems. 
In [16], they analyze the controllability of the motion of a fluid by means of the 
action of a vibrating shell coupled at the boundary of the fluid. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we introduce spaces of func-
tions of infinitely many variables. Section 2 contains some facts and new results 
which enables us to formulate the nxn coupled Dirichlet problem for Petrowsky 
type of equations with an infinite number of variables. In Section 3, the control 
problem for this case is formulated, then we give the necessary and sufficient con-
ditions for the control to be optimal. In Section 4, we study the optimal control 
for nxn coupled Neumann problem of Petrowsky type. In all our considered 
problems the control is of distributed type. 
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1. Some functional spaces 
([1], [2], [12]) 
Below we consider functions of points x G R°° = Rl x R1 x . . . , the coordinate 
notation for such points is x = (xk)kLli xk G R
1. Let (Pk(xk))k=i ^ e a --xe^ 
sequence of continuous positive probability weights, i.e., J pk(x) dx = 1. The 
measure on R°° given by R 1 
dg(x) = (pxOc-JdzJ ® (p2(x2)dx2) ® .. . 
= (deitei)) ® (d^2(x2)) ® . . . 
is called a (weighted) product measure. 
The space L2(R°°,dL?(x)) can be understood as the infinite tensor prod-
oo 
uct <Sl(L2(R1,dgk(xk))) = L
2(R1 x R1 x ... ^dg^xj ® d^2(x2) ® . . . ) , i.e., 
k=i 
L2 (R°°, dg(.r)) is the space of all square integrable functions on R°° with weight. 
We shall often set L2 (R°°, dg(x)) = L2 (R°°). 
It is a classical result that L2(R°°) is a Hilbert space for the scalar product 
(^i^)ь-(R~) = f Ф(x)Ф(x) dg(x), 
The Sobolev spaces We (R°°, dg(x)) (i = 1,2,...), which we shall denote by 
We(R°°), with a weight will be encountered much more frequently; they are 
defined as follows. We(R°°) is the completion of C^°(R00)|]^oo with respect to 
the inner product 




D a ~ (dXl)~i{dx2)-*...' H - . L
a . > 
O£° (R°°) is the collection of infinitely differentiable compactly supported func-
tions on R°° , and T is the boundary of R°° (T is meant to be the boundary of 
the support of the measure dg(x)). 
Obviously, |M|La(Roo) < ||^||^(Koo) (4> e W
e(R°°)) and W'(R°°) is dense in 
L2(R°°). Therefore W*(R°°) and L2(R°°) can be taken as the positive and zero 
spaces, and we construct the corresponding negative Sobolev spaces W-^(R°°), 
the spaces of generalized functions, so we have the following chain 
We(R°°) C L2(R°°) C W-£(R°°), 
||0|lvy<(]Roo) > ||0||£,2(Koo) > ||̂ Hw7-*(IRoo) • 
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The space W£(R°°) is a proper subspace of W£(R°°) consisting of all the func-
tions <t> e W£(R°°) such that D ^ p = 0, where \0\<l-l. 
Clearly, W£(R°°) is dense in L2(R°°). Constructing the corresponding nega-
tive space WQ£(R°°), we get the chain 
W£(R°°) C L2(R°°) C W-£(R°°), 
IMIw2(R~) ^ II^IIL2(ROO) > ||0Hiv-€(Roo) . 
L?(0,T; W^(R°°)) denotes the space of measurable functions t i-» (f>(t): 
]0, T[ -* W*(R°°) for the Lebesgue measure dt and such that 
T y 
IM*)IIH"(ROO) d * ] = IMIL»(0,7W*(R~)) < °°> 
0 / 
where the variable t denotes the "time"; we assume that t 6 ]0,T[, T < oo. 
This space is a Hilbert space with respect to the scalar product 
T 
(^^)L2 (o, r ;^(Koo ) ) = J (^(*),^(*))W£(ROo)
 d i -
o 
Since W£(R°°) is Hilbert space, then the dual of L2(0,T; W£(R°°)) is the space 
L2(0,T]W-£(R°°)). 
Analogously we can define the space L2 (0, T; .L2(R°°)) , which we shall denote 
by L2(Q), Q = R°° x ]0,T[, E = T x ]0,T[, where S is the lateral boundary 
of Q. 
It is easy to construct the following Sobolev spaces (W^(R°°))n by the 
n-times Cartesian product as follows: 
(W^(R°°))n = T^(R°°) x W^(R°°) x . . . x W£(R°°) 
n-times 
with the norm defined by 
n 
II ^ II(W(1R~>))» ^ Zl_v ll^tllvV^R00) ' 
i = l 
where 0 = ( ^ 0 2 * • • • >^n) = '(^t)?=i i s a vector function and (j>i G W
£(R°°), 
also we can construct the Cartesian product for the above Hilbert spaces. Finally 
we have the following chains: 
(L 2 (0 ,T ;^ (R°° ) ) ) n C (L2(Q))n C ( l 2 ( 0 , r ; ^ ( R ^ ) ) )
n , 
(L 2 (0 ,T ;<(R°° ) ) ) n C (L2(Q))n C (L2(0,T; W^£(R°°)))n , 
where (L2(0,T;W'£(R°°)))n and (I2(0,T; W^£(R°°)))n are the dual spaces 
of ( L 2 ( 0 , T ; ^ ( R - ) ) ) n and (L2(o,T;W
£(R°°)))n respectively. 
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2. Some facts and results 
([5], [6], [7], [12]) 




A(t)(i = (<j>v<t>2,...,ct>n)) 
( OO CO 
E ^(-l^Bi^^+Qi^M^ E Et-1)10'0^*) 
| a |<^k=l |a |<^k=l 
+ q{x,ť)ф2{x),...ì ]Г Y^І-l^Ľ^ф^ + q^tЏ^x) 
| a |<^k=l / 
/ OO v 
/ £ £(-i) |Q|D2fc
a+g . . . 0 ^ 
|a|<ťfc=l 
0 ... 0 




\ ^ n / n x 
I.Є., 
Л(Шx) = E Eí"1)1"1 Ђla ФiW + ^ Ш*) - ѓ = 1,2,..., n. 
|a|<ífc=l 
So A(t) is an nxn diagonal matrix of the following bounded self-adjoint elliptic 
partial differential operator of 2^th order with an infinite number of variables, 
which takes the form 




yPfctefc.M.O-O + 9(-=»*)^i(-c). 
= E £(--)|0|D;N.(*)+ff(M)tf«(*) 
\a\<ik=l 
where 




and q(x,t) is a real valued function in x which is bounded and measurable on 
E°° , such that q(x,t) > cQ > 0, c0 is constant. 
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Let M be n -square matrix of coefficients such that 
( n n n \ 
]C alj^> H a2ĵ > • • • > C anj^j 
3 = 1 3=1 3 = 1 / 
= (t tn^j + a 1 2 ^ 2 + • • • + Oin^n'
 a 21^1 + a 22^2 + 
•••>anl</'l+an2^2 + 
/ I " I ••• - 1 \ l>l\ 
1 1 - 1 Ф2 
I.Є., 
Vl 1 .- 1 Axn Wn/n Xl 
M(t>i = ^aij(t)3^ i = l,2,...,n, 
j = i 
1. f 1 if< 
where a,, = < 
t J 1 - 1 if t 
Let S(t) = ,4(i) + M (so it is n x n matrix) takes the form 











E E(-i) | a | Dľ+9 + i 
|a |<£fe=l n X n 
That is 
S(t)^(x) = Y, T,(~i)lal'DT<l>i(x) + q(x,t)4>i(x) + '£aij())j(x) 
\a\<£k=l i = l 
= ^4(t)^(x) + M<£.(x), i = 1,2,..., n. 
For each £ G ]0,T[, we define a family of bilinear forms on (W^IR00))™ by: 
ir(t;W) = (SW?.?)^-^.., ^ = ( ^ = 1 , ^ = ( « = i e Wor
0))", 
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2 = 1 
П 
= j2(Mtwx)+J2aij¥x^^x>) 
.=1 V j=l ' ^2(K° 
n • oo n \ 
= E( E D-^'^^^^+^'^^+E0.^^)^.^)) 
i = l V | a | < ^ = l j = l / £ 2 ( R ° ° ) 
n « oo n p 
= E y E ED*^.(x)D*^(a ;)d^a ;)+E y ?(*.*)̂ (-5M(*)dc?(*) 
i=l Û oo | a | < ^ k = l i=l j-^oo 
n « n 
+ E y E°y^w^wd^-
i = l jRoo j = l 
(1) 
The bilinear form (1) is coercive on (WQ(R°°)) that is, there exists A G R, 
such that: 
7 r ( i ; ^ , 0 ) > A p | | ( < ( R o o ) ) n , A > 0 . (2) 
It is well known that the ellipticity of A(t) is sufficient for the coercitivness of 
7r(t; 0, ip) on (WQ(M°°)) . By taking into account the form of a-•, we have 
ir(t;4>,ip) = 
n „ oo n p 
= E y E E D * (̂*)D*̂ (-5) d!>+E y 9(*.*)*ť(-5¥.(*) dp 
i=l]^oo \ct\<£k=l Z = 1 R o o 
n p n p n p 
+ j2j ^ÁX)^X) dp+E y ^frw*) dp - xj y ^w^ dí>. 
í=J = lj|ioo Z >J ]]£oo Z<J Q£oo 
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Then 
7r(t;0,0) = 
n I - oo p p \ 
= E( / E E w ^ i 2 dp+ J iMM*)? dp+ J w*).2 d^ 
i = l \]^oo | a | < ^ k = l 5^00 JROO / 
n • oo 
- ^ E ( E XIn^fc^(^)iii-(R-) -+-coii< î(̂ )iii--ciR-) -+-u^(^)lli--(R~) 
i = l ^ | a | < ^ k = l 
n n 
= Yl ll^i^ll^CRoo) + C0 J2 H îWIliaCRoo) 
i = l i = l 
n 
-^EII^^II^R--) 
i = l 
= II ^11(1*^°-))" ' 
(V W € (W^R00))")(the function t •-> -r(t ;0,^) 
is continuously differentiable in ]0, T[), (3) 
*•(*;&?) = *"(*;?,?)• 
Under the above consideration, using [15; Chap. I, Theorem 1.4], we can for-
mulate the following nxn mixed Dirichlet problem for Petrowsky type equation 
with an infinite number of variables ([5], [6], [7]). 
Assume that (2) and (3) hold, ft = f{(x,t), yi0(x) and yix(x) are given 
in L2(Q), W^(R°°) and L2(R°°) respectively. Then there exists a unique y = 
(y<)?=i G {L2(Q)Y satisfying: for all i, 1 < i < n, 
3y^ dy, 2 
Vi' dxk' at
 G M 9 ) ' 
d^t + S(t)yi = h inQ, 
Vi = 0 on E 
with the initial conditions 
!/,(-, 0) = •,.«(-) toB~> 
" - # - - - - „ ( . ) -> -" • 
Note. The operator J ^ + S(t) is well posed in the sense of Petrowsky type 
with an infinite number of variables and maps (L2(0,T; W^R 0 0 ) ) )" onto 
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3. Optimal control problem for 
Petrowsky type equation with mixed Dirichlet conditions 
The space U = {L2(Q))n is the space of controls. If f{ e L
2(Q), yifi e W$ (R°°) 
and yix e L
2(E°°) and if (2) and (3) hold, then for a control u = U;)n=i £ w> 
the state of the system y(u) = (yi(u))n=l, which is dependent on x, t and is 
denoted by y(x^t\u) and is given by the solution of: 
*^T- + S{t)yi{u) = . / , + „ , i n Q , 
y{(u) = 0 on S , 
y.(x,0;u) = yiy0(x) in R°° , 
^ % ^ = y.,i(s) i » r , 
y , ( * ) € L a ( g ) , ^ 6 I 2 ( Q ) . 
The observation is given by: 
(ziCu))Li = *(s) = I7(s) = (%(s))r=i 
i.e., 
z^) = j/.(il) for all 1 < i < n. 
For some zd = (z{ d )
n
= 1 e (L
2(<2))n? the cost function J(u) is given by 
n n 
i= i i= i 
which is equivalent to 
n « n 
J («) = S / (-'.(") ~ Zi,d)2 dgdt + Y,(NiUi> Ui)L*{Q) , 





is a diagonal matrix of Hermitian positive definite operators: Nu = (iVi^i)^=1, 
(Nu,u\LHQ))n > CI|S||(L2W))n C > 0. (6) 
Our problem is to find 
_inf J(u), 
where the set of admissible controls Wad is closed convex subset of (L
2(Q))n • 
Under the given considerations, we apply [15; Chap. II, Theorem 1.4] to 
obtain the necessary and sufficient conditions of optimality: 
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THEOREM 1. We assume that (2), (3) and (6) hold. The cost function is given 
by (5). Then the optimal control u — (ui)^=1 exists and the necessary and suffi­
cient conditions of optimality are given by (4) with the following system of partial 
differential equations and inequalities 
Í | M + S*(t)Pi(ň) = Vi(ü) - zi4, inQ, 
Pi(S) = 0, 









£(?<(«)+ Ni«i,«i-«i)L-(Q)>0 forall tJ=(v i)?=1euad 
t = l 
with 
where S*(t) is the adjoint of S(t) defined by 
n 
i = i 
a- is f/ze transpose of a-. and P^(^) zs the adjoint state. 
P r o o f . As in [5], [6], [7], the control u = (^)^=1 € Wad is optimal if and 
only if 
n 
X;^ i (« )K-" i )>0 , for all U=(« i)?=1€uad, 
i = l 
which is equivalent to: 
n n 
£(»<(*) - *<,* Vfi) " %(5))L>(Q) + E W ^ i " ^)L'(Q) > 0, 
t= i t = i 
which may be written as 
T 
n ~ n 
J2 / (j/i(«) -^,d. s/i(«)-yi(«))L-(R~)
 d* + S(jV<M.'u.~u.)iia(Q) >- °- (8) 
i = i $ i=i 
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We shall now transform (8) as follows: we scalar multiply both sides of the first 
equation in (7) by (yt(v) - y{(u)), and integrating between 0, T gives us 
n T 
-C f((w + sm®)i>iW> vw ~ ViW) dt 
i=ljj \ \ m / /L-(R~) 
T 
= z2 (-l.(")_zi,d> yfi)-2li("))L2(Rco) dt. 
i=ij0 
By taking into account conditions (4) and (7), after applying Green's formula 
to the left side of (7) with noting that if ^ G L2(Q), <J>'. G L2(Q), <//' G 
L2(0,T; W0""
£(E°°)) and if ipi has the same properties, then 
T 
fw^) dt = {Mnwn) - (^(o),^(o)) - {<t>i(T)MT)) 
o 
T 
+ ( ^ ( 0 ) , ^ ( 0 ) ) + | ( ^ , ^ ) d t . 
Then we have 
T 
j ( i / » ~ zi}d) y{(v) - yi(u))L2{Roo) at 
o 
T 
^ + S^t))Pi(u),yi(v)-yi(u)) at 
Ot J /L2(Roo) 
o2 \ n \ 
— + A(t) )p.(u) + J ] ajiPj{u)} y-(v) - y.(u)) di 
a t / -•_-, / L2(R°°) 
0 ^ 
T 
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Hence (8) becomes 
22 / (^(^)^i~^)L2(Roo) d t + 2 j ( ^ i ^ i " ^ ) L 2 ( Q ) 
z = l J0 i=l 
for all v = (vi)?=leUBd-
i.e., 
n 
E(Pi(«) + Niui> vi - ui)mQ) *> o ^ all u = {vtf=l e wad. 
1=1 
The theorem is proved. • 
EXAMPLE 1. If we take n = 2, then the optimality system is given by [5], [6], [7]: 
f d2 ( °° \ 
a72vi(*) + ( E E( - 1 ) | Q | D * a +?(*>') kO*) + yi(5) - V2(B) = A + «i 
V|a|<f/c=l / 
in Q, 
d2 ( °° \ 
--2 y2(H) -+- ( £ E ( - l )
H D ^ + ^ , t ) y2(lT)+y1(«)+y2(tT) = / 2 + n 2 
\|a|<^fc=l / 
in Q, 
y^u) = 0, y2(u) = 0 on S , 
y1(.r,0;u) = y l i 0(z;u), y2(x,0;u) = y2fi(x;u) in R°° , 
^(xjOjI i ) . _. dyJx,0;u) , . „ 
1
 dt
 J =yltl(x;u), ^
 } =y2)1(x;g) i n R
0 0 , 
( 9 ) 
<92 / °° \ 
32--'i(
s) + E E ( - 1 ) | a | D ^ + ^ * ) Pi(0)+Pi(S)+Pa(S) 
\M<<*-1 / ,_v . _ 
| U ( « ) + ( E __,(--)|o|->*a +ff(*.*))ft(a)-Pi(5)+P2(«) 
\|«|</fc-l / , _ . . -
= y 2 (M)-z 2 ( i m O, 
p1(u) = 0, p2(«")=0 on E, 
pa(x, t;«) = 0, p2(.r,£;Tt) = 0 i n R
0 0 , 
dPi(x,t;u) _ dp2(x,t;u) _ „ 
& - 0 , - 0 m R , 
(10) 
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/ (Pi(«) + -Vi«i)(vi - «i) + (p2(«) + N2u2)(v2 - u2) dgdt>0 
JQ (11) 
for all v = (vvv2)eU&d, 
where u = (ux,u2) € ttad and P(u) = (p1(tt),p2(u)) is the adjoint state. 
EXAMPLE 2. In the case of no constraints on the control (uad =U), we obtain 
«i = -Nr ' (w i s ) . «- = --VteMls) • (12) 
The optimal control is determined by simultaneously solving (9), (10) (where we 
eliminate ux with the aid of (12)) and then utilizing (12). 
EXAMPLE 3. If we take 
Wad = {v : ^ > 0 on E, i = 1,2} 
and N = v x Identity, then the inequality (11) gives us 
t*i > 0 , p1(u) + u1u1 > 0 , u1(p1(ti) + i/1ti1) = 0 on E, 
^2 > 0 , P2M + ^2U2 > 0 > U2(-°2(U) + ^2U2) = ® On E . 
EXAMPLE 4. If we take 
Wad = {u : ux arbitrary in L
2(R°°), x̂2 > 0 a.e. in E°° } . (14) 
Thus there are no constraints on ux, then the inequality (11) is equivalent to 
p1(u)+JV1tx1=0 J 
p2(u)+N2u2>0, u 2 > 0 , (15) 
U
2{P2(
U) + N2U2) = ° -
Thus under the hypotheses of (14), the optimal control is given by the solution 
of the system of equations and inequalities 
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д2 í °° \ 
_tf»i + ( E E И ) 1 ' ' 1 ? ^ 4 ) ) У I + У I - У 2 + -VГ
1 PI=/I, 
V | a | < £ k = l J 
д2 í °° \ 
Я^>2+ E E ( - 1 ) | a І D ï в + í ^ ť ) ) » 2 + » l + У 2 - / 2 > 0 , 
Ч | a | < £ k = l ' 
д2 ґ °° \ 
wpi + \ E E ( - 1 ) | в l D ř + 9 ( a í ' * ) ) p i + P i + ! _ - У i = -^м. 
Ч | a | < £ f c = l ' 
д2 ( °° \ 
Я72-P2+ E Eí" 1 ) ' 0 1 1 0* 0 1+«(* '*) P 2 - P l + P 2 - У 2 = -^2, d . 
a Г Ч | a | < ŕ f e = l ' 
P2 + N2(^Уl + ( E E ( -
1 ) W D * a + 5 ( a : ' * ) V 2 + У i + У 2 - / 2 ) > 0 ł 
4 V | a | < * f c = l ' ' 
(IU»+ ( E E(-l) |alDľ+^.í))y2+Уi+y2-/2)-
V O T V | a | < £ f c = l ' У 
• J_ + -V2 Í Ä У 2 + ( E Ě t -
1 ) ' 0 ' Ђl° +Я(x,t))y2 + Уl+y2~. 
1 V V | a | < £ f c = l ' 
Уl = У2 = Pl = P 2 = 0 OП S , 
Уi(M;ӣ) = y1,o0-
f;5), У2(s>0;ӣ) = y2ł0(_; ïï) in R°° 
дУл(x, 0;ӣ) . _. дУJx, 0;ӣ) . . . _ „ 
1 ^ = Уiдtøu) , 2 gt = У2>i(ж;ӣ) m R°° 
p^Жjťjӣ) = 0, p2(_,í;ӣ) = 0 in R°° 




ui = --^i P i . 
= my*+( EĚ(-1) | a l Dř+9(я ï '*))-'-+»i+»2-/2 
V | a l < ŕ f c = l ' 
(17) 
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4. Optimal control for nxn coupled 
Neumann problem of Petrowsky type 
([5], [6], [7], [12]) 
Since the bilinear form (1) is coercive on ( W ^ R 0 0 ) ) " and since (W0
f(R°°))n 
C (We(R°°))n, it is also coercive on (We(R°°))n, i.e. 
7 r ( ť ; ^ ^ ) > A | | ^ | | ( w , / ( R o o ) ) B , A > 0 . (18) 
For -0, <j> e (We(R°° ) ) n the function t*-±n(t\ V>, <f>) is continuously differentiable 
on ]0, T[ and 
*{t\1>,<l>)=ir{t\<l>,1>). (19) 
We formulate the following lemma which defines the nxn mixed Neumann 
problem and enables us to state our control problem. 
LEMMA 1. Assuming that (18) and (19) hold, for given f = f(x,t) 6 (L 2(Q)) n, 
yi x e L
2(R°°), y{ 0 € W
i(R°°) there exists a unique element yi satisfying: 
dVi d]kr T2, 
" ' dxj dt Vt, т ф -£ Є L\Q) 
( 2 






x) i n 
д 
гn 
w/iere ^ - is the so-called co-normal derivative with respect to A(t). 
P r o o f . From (20), we have 
(20) 
•ШУІW + SWVІ = fi ™Q for all 1 < ż < n . 
This equation is equivalent to 
\dt2' 
Let us define 
yi(t),<t>%) + (5( t)y ť ,^) L a ( R O O ) = (fi{t),<t>i)LH1leo) • (21) 
/Z,2ÍR°°1 
(/.(*),^)L.(-t-) = / /.(*,-)*,(*) <-*(*), ^ e W"(K°°) • 
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In this way we obtain an element of L2(0,T; W£(R°°)). 
So equation (21) can be written as: 
T 9 
f (JpViitMiix)) 2 _ dt + f(S{t)yi(t),<l>i(x))L2{mao)dt 
0 ^ ' 0 
T 
= / ( / iW,^W) i 2 ( R O O ) d<, 
0 
/YIUw. *<(*)) dt+H f EE((--)|a|D?y<wM-odP 
1 Vd* MROO) j [ ^ ^ ^ 
+ / q&tMt^x) dg\dt + f f Y^a^y^iix) dgdt 
Roo ) 0 R°° •? 
T 
= / ( / . ( * ) , ^ ( -5) ) L . ( R - )d t . 
0 
Applying Green's formula to the left side, we get 
/
i2 p oo 
- ^ • ^ ( ^ ( x ) d<?df + / £ ^ D ^ y i ( t ) D « *,(*) d<?di 
Q Q |a|</fc=l 
_ y M*) 0 . ( a . ) dE + / £ a y y i ( W . O - ' ) dgdt + f q(x,t)yi{t)<i>i(x)dQdt 
= f fi{x,t)<l>i(x)dQdt. 
Q 
Then we have 
/-f£W-o, 
i.e., 
------- = 0 on S for all * = 1,2,. . . ,n. 
D 
Note . In this case the operator ^ + 5(t) maps (L2(0,T;W£(R°°)))n onto 
(JD2(0,T;W-'(Koo)))n. 
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Formulation of our control problem. The space (L2(Q))n being the space 
of controls, for a control u = (^)^=1 € (L
2(Q))n the state y(u) = (yi(^))"=1 of 
system is given by the solution of: 
( d2 
g^Vi(u) + S(t)Vi(u) = fi + ui in Q , 
d 
дv, •Vifr) = o 
on E, 
yi(x,0]u) = yifi(x), in 
dyj(x,0;û) 
at =y^{x) m 
(22) 
^ ( M ) , ^ ^ 6 L2(Q) for all 1 < i < n. 
The cost function is given by (5), hence by using the general theory of 
J. L. L i o n s ([15; Chap. I, Theorem 1.4, Chap. II, Theorem 1.4]), there exists 
a unique optimal control u = (ui)^=1 G Wad such that 
J(u) = MJ(v) for all v = (vtf^eU^. (23) 
Moreover, we have the following theorem that gives the characterization of the 
optimal control. 
THEOREM 2. Problem (23) admits a unique solution u = (^)£--i S (L2(Q))n. 
Moreover, it is characterized by (22) with the following system 
d2 
-^Pi(u) + 5*(í)pť(u) = y{(u) - zid in Q, аt2 
S£*W-0 on Ľ, (24) 
гn -,(-,7^ = 0, * 1 ^ 2 = o 
P i ( « ) , ^ M e l
! ( « ) , 
£ / (Pi(u) + TV^.)(«. - u{) dgdt>0 for all v = (V.)»=1 6 ^ a d , 
it/ftere tZ = ( t ^ ) ^ £ ZYad, Pj(tO fc'8 #&e adjoint state for 1 < i < n. 
P r o o f . Since J(u) is differentiable and Wad is bounded, the optimal control 
u == (Mt)?=i € ^ad *s characterized by 
n 
^ J[(u)(Vi - «,) > 0, for all U = K)? = 1 € Wad , 
t = i 
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which is equivalent to 
n n 
]£(Vi(E) - *i,di Vi&) - V«(B))La(Q) + YX
Niui>vi ~ *OL*(Q) ^ ° • ( 2 5 ) 
i = l i = l 
Now, we are forming the scalar product of the first equation in (24) with y{(v) -
yi(u) and integrating between 0, T; we have 
T 
J (Vifc) ~ *<,*, Vi(v) - yi(^))L2(Roo) dt 
o 
T 2 
= / (J?p*(n) + 5*(*)Pi(B)' ^ - *(*) W - ) dt 
0 
T 
= / ( a f 2 p i ( H ) + A(*)Pi(B)+ 2 C S i P j W ' »i(u) - %( B ) ) L 2 ROO
 d f 
0 -*•" 
T T 
= / f ^ P i ( H ) , y i ( w ) - » < ( « ) ) 2 ^ dt + ^(AWp^ti ) ,^^)-%(?!))L 2 ( R o ,)dť 
L-(R~) Q 
' n 
j \ j = l /L-(R-) 
Applying Green's formula to the right hand side, we get 
T T 
f ( P ^ ) } W ^ " ^ W ~ ) ^ + / (Pi(B)^(*) (»i(U) " ^ W~) d* 
0 0 
T n 
+ / (piO=)> X) a« W u ) - ^ ) ) ) d t 
J \ j = 1 /L2(Roo) 
T T v 
/ (a?-.*-), few - ».m>) <-+/ (».». &m - *<•»).,„* 
o - " ' ^ 0 




У (Уť(«) - 2 i l t i, УІ(«) ~ Уi(«)) -.a^.) <-t = jf {Pi(u)>
vi - «i)La(Ro.)
 d í • 
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Therefore (25) becomes: 
_T f{Pi(u) + /V^ . )K - u{) dgdt>0 for all v = (t;.)*^ e Wad , 
which completes the proof. D 
EXAMPLE 5. Let n = 2; then the optimality system is given as in Example 1 
with the following boundary conditions ([6], [7]) 
5l/A ^ A ^ 9l/A a ^ 
Also we can construct analogues of previous examples. 
REAL EXAMPLE, (see [27]) We shall use the following notation: 
Q = QT = Jl x ]0, T[, ft is an open subset of M
N , 
S = E T = T x]0,T[, 
r = boundary of fi, 
S = lateral boundary of Q. 




V={i>: ^,Aiie(L2(n))n}, H=(L2(n))n, 
and 
n r 
a(i; <£, ^ ) = ^ / a(x,t)A(/)iAipi dx for all ^ , ^ 6 7 , 
- _ i J 
where 
N 
A - V " 
We now consider a system whose state is given by 
-?gffl + A(aAy4(U)) =/ , + «„ * G (L
2(Q))" , 
 = Y^ -r---; is the Laplacian operátor. 
i=i 
ac 
AУi(v) = 0, ^ © = 0 on£, 
— дy- _ 
&Уi(x,0;v) = yifi(x), -j£(x,0;v) = yhi(x), ж є í l , 
Зli.oЄV, V , f l Є L
2 ( П ) . 
(26) 
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If we assume that the cost function is given by 
Av) = £ /W*.*;*) - zi>df
dxdt+(Nivovi)u - u = L*(Q) > 
i=iJQ 
which means that the observation y(v) belongs to (L2(Q))n, then from [15; 
Chap. IV, Theorem 2.1], we see that the optimal control is determined by 
^ M + A(aAPi(u)) = Vi(u) - ziyd in Q, 
•V.00-0, ^ 2 = 0 onS, 
APi(x, T; TI) = 0, ^ ( x , T;fi) = 0 on Q, 
to which we add (26) (where v = u) and 
S / ( p < ( S ) + ^ < ) ( ^ - t i < ) d x d t > 0 for all U € Wad . 
telQ 
Comments. It is evident that by modifying 
- the boundary conditions, 
- the nature of the control (distributed, boundary), 
- the nature of the observation, 
- the initial differential system 
an infinity of variations on the above problem are possible to study. 
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